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ABSTRACT

Different 	 geometrical surface 	 configurations 	 are

considered here for a Au/n-Si semiconductor Schottky—barrier

solar cell to improve their light collection efficiency.

Optical and electrical properties are theoretically

analyzed for two given optical wavelengths of 0.9 and 0.5

micrometers respectively.

The configurations considered are: V-shaped, Star-

shaped, 	 M-shaped, asymmetric-V-shaped, 	 and asymmetric-M-

shaped. They all show a significant improvement in the

short-circuit current over a flat cell model, while the open-

-circuit voltage remains practically unchanged.
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List	Vr1'',

Symbol 	 Description

A 	 Total diode (top) surface area

A** 	 Effective Richardson constant

C 	 Speed of light in vacuum

d 	 Thickness of the metal film

dY 	 Curved length of the field (electric) line

Dn, p 	Electron, hole diffusion constants

Eg 	 Bandgap energy

Eph 	 Photon energy

F(λ) 	 Number of incident photons (per cm 2 sec)

G 	 Generation rate of carriers

h 	 Horizontal length (along x-axis)

I 	 Current

Is 	 Saturation current

lac 	 Short-circuit current

Jb 	 Bulk photocurrent density

Jd 	 Depletion region photocurrent density

JL 	 Total photocurrent density

Jm 	 Metallic film photocurrent density

k 	 Extinction coefficient

Boltzmann's constant

L 	 Perpendicular distance from the top to the flat

back surface



Ln,p 	 Diffusion length of electrons, holes

in 	 Number of (flat top section) sides in a unit cell

ni 	 Complex index of refraction

np 	 Excess electron concentration in p-type

ns 	 Substrate index of refraction (real)

Number of descrete area sections

Pn 	 Excess hole concentration in n-type

q Electron charge

✓ Arc radius

✓ ,r 	 Parallel, perpendicular reflection coefficients

R(λ) 	 Reflectivity

S	 Total length of one side (top sections)

T 	 Temperature

TOO 	 Transmission coefficient

✓ Voltage

Vbi 	 Built-in-potential

Voc 	 Open-circuit voltage

W Depletion region width

x 	 Distance, depth in the bulk

xo 	 Light path distance entering the top surface

Y 	 Constant linear length of field line (=50 um)

Yo 	 Linear length path of field (electric) line

YT 	 Total length of the field (electric) line

a 	 Absorption coefficient



Insulating thickness

8 	 Penetration depth or skin depth

AA 	 Unit area of each section

Electric field

Ideality factor

6 	 Angle of incidence

60 	 Angle facing the arc (curvature of field line)

λ 	 Wavelength

µn,p 	 Electron, hole mobility

Multiplicity factor

τn,p 	 Electron, hole lifetimes or decay times

(1) 	 Angle of refraction

фB 	 Barrier height between metal-semiconductor

CPT 	 Average barrier height by insulating layer

Amplitude of pattern ( =50 pin)

Angular frequency

Wp 	 Plasma frequency



I Introduction

Solar cells have provided electrical power source for

space vehicles, consumer calculators, and watches. In the last

decade or so it approaches the stage at which solar power

plants can be built giving million of watts of power worldwide.

A solar cell is a device (primarily a semiconductor) that

converts solar radiation (solar photons) into electrical

power. When those solar photons, of about 0.1 watts per square

centimeter power at air mass one (AM 1) strike a

semiconductor on the surface of the earth, they may 	 be

reflected, transmitted, or absorbed. The photons that are

absorbed by the solar cell are the ones of potential use .

An energetic photon that is absorbed in a semiconductor

may remove an electron from the valence band to the

conduction band or produce heat through lattice vibrations. We

note that there is a band gap E g between the bottom of the

conduction band and the top of the valence band. When an

electron makes a transition from the valence band to the

conduction band and requires only an energy change ( Eg ),

then the semiconductor is said to have a direct intrinsic band

gap, shown in Fig. ( A-(1) ). Both GaAs and Cds have direct

band gaps. On the other hand when this transition requires not

only an energy change ( Eg ) but also some change in the

crystal momentum for the electron, then the semiconductor is
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said to have an indirect intrinsic band gap, shown in

Fig.( A-(2) ), [1],[2]. Both Ge and Si are indirect gap

materials. For example, in the indirect gap Si semiconductor,

a photon with wavelength shorter than 1.1 µm has enough

energy to produce a free electron when it is absorbed.

The band gap energy (E g ) for silicon is about 1.1 eV and the

corresponding wavelength is: X(µm) = 1.24/E g (eV).

Due to indirect transition in silicon some of the photonic

energy will result in lattice vibrations or heat.

When light is absorbed in a semiconductor it produces two

types of free carriers: the free electron in the conduction

band and the free hole in the valence band. Carriers will be

generated and current will be produced continuously, for as

long as the cell is exposed to light. We have to keep in mind

here that whatever conductor (metal,or semiconductor) we place

on the top (front surface) of the light - absorbing semiconductor

it has to be transparent enough in order for sunlight to pass

through it and be absorbed. Two critical factors, the band gap

and the absorption coefficient, determine the absorption of

light along with the thickness of the cell. The band gap

(mentioned above ) is the characteristic energy level above

which the cell begins to absorb sunlight. Materials which have

low bandgaps are preferred (Si with 1.12 eV, GaAs with 1.424

eV), to take advantage of larger fraction of the available

sunlight. It is observed that different semiconductor

3



materials absorb sunlight best at different thicknesses,

which can range from about a reasonable 100 pm or more

to lately reported even less than 1 p.m ( thin-film solar

cells), [3],[4],[5].

Several other phenomena are of interest in understanding

the performance of a well-designed solar cell. When an n-type

semiconductor and a p-type semiconductor are put together in

such a way that their fermi levels line up to form a junction,

then, a band bending occurs creating a difference between the

p-side and the n-side neutral regions which is called the

built-in potential Vbi, shown in Fig.( B ). This transition

region, where the bands bent, is called the depletion region

and the densities of the mobile carriers are equal to zero.

Carriers generated, from incident photons, under the influence

of an electric field ( due to the built-in potential ),

produce a so called, drift current. Due to this process, these

carriers will be accelerated along the electric field, within

the depletion region in opposite directions to each other, as

shown in Fig.( B ). If there is a spatial variation of carrier

concentration in the semiconductor then the carries tend to

move from a region of high concentration to a region of low

concentration creating the so called, diffusion current, shown

in Fig.( B ). At thermal equilibrium, that is, the steady-

state condition, (without external excitations) at given

temperature, the net current flow across the junction is zero.
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Thus, for each type of carrier, the drift current due to

electric field must exactly cancel the diffusion current due

to the concentration gradient, [1].

Many of the useful properties of a p-n junction can be

achieved by simply forming an appropriate metal/semiconductor

contact. A metal - semiconductor or Schottky barrier junction

will be our model solar cell in this work and it is chosen

because of low-cost, low-temperature, and ease of fabrication

technology. Usually on a Schottky-barrier solar cell a

junction is produced when a low work function metal (like Al)

is deposited onto a p-type semiconductor or a high work

function metal (like Au) is deposited onto a n-type

semiconductor. This barrier contact is in contrast to the low-

resistance ohmic contact usually required for metallic

contacts to semiconductor devices. This barrier creation is

important to the flow of majority carriers from the

semiconductor to the metal. The current transport in metal-

semiconductor contacts is due mainly to majority carriers, in

contrast to p-n junctions, where current transport is due

mainly to minority carriers. The band bending in the

semiconductor produces a built-in potential that determines

the open-circuit voltage (Voc) in the solar cell, ( Fig.(C) ).

This built-in potential is simply the difference in work

function between the metal and the semiconductor while the

barrier height is the energy difference between the work

6
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function of the metal and the top of the valence band ( for

p-type semiconductors) or the bottom of the conduction band

(for n-type). The electric field and the bending of the

bands within the depletion region ( W ) are similar to effects

already discussed for p-n junction, [2],[3].

In our work the metal is a thin film of Au (gold) in the

order of about 90 - 100 0A as minimum metallic thickness, to

optimize for the optical as well as the electrical properties,

and the semiconductor will be a n-type silicon.

Of course, not everything works perfectly, ideally. Heat,

light reflection, photons that are not absorbed by the

semiconductor, series resistance, carrier recombination, are

some of the major factors, losses that someone should account

and be aware of when studying solar cells. In order to improve

one of the above mentioned factors that contribute to loss,

the reflection of the incident light, we present different

geometrical surface configurations, "texturizing" surface, to

increase the number of reflections and therefore the

photocurrent generated, before light escapes back to space.

Since most semiconductor materials have a high reflectivity

(in our case 31-34 % for perpendicular incidence on Si) it

will be shown with our work that, in some cases and portions

of the surface area we got less than 10 % of the light

reflected back. These results and calculations are done

without any antireflection coating on the textured surfaces,
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application of which may decrease reflection losses even

further. Calculations are done for two different wavelengths:

0.9 um , where the spectral irradiance (at AM 1) is rather

small and the energy of photons close to the band gap energy

for Si ; and at 0.5 um where spectral irradiance reaches its

maximum value and the energy of photons much higher (doubled)

than the band gap energy of Si. We do understand at this point

that photons at 0.5 um wavelength, if absorbed by the

semiconductor will give about half of their photonic energy as

heat dissipation in the material through lattice vibrations,

resulting in a decrease of the cell efficiency. Although this

heat dissipation is expected, we do believe that it does not

affect our calculations, since it will be equally effecting

all of our configurations discussed. After all, this kind of

solar irradiance is there and cannot be ignored.

Researchers in the past around mid-70's have spent time

with the formation of randomly distributed regular pyramids on

the surface of a Si semiconductor for space applications

which proved as reported to a significant reduction in the

overall reflectance over the flat polished silicon cell

surface [6],[7]. Their reflectance was reaching zero values

with the addition of tantalum oxide as an anti-reflection

coating over a wavelength range from 0.5 um to almost 1.0 um.

Also it was claimed that because of this surface texture a

reduction in cell length would be advised because 84 % of all
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carriers produced was within the first 45 µm whereas only 26 %

was with a flat polished surface cell, within the same

distance. This type of cell was providing higher short-circuit

current due to a reduction in the reflectance of incident

light.

The V-grooved silicon solar cells reported also in the mid-

70's showed an improvement in the reflection of light from 30%

for a flat cell to about 9 % for a grooved surface [8]. This

reflection reduction was essentially independent of the

wavelength of the incident light. The absorption and carrier

generation occurred closer to the junction and collection

efficiency was improved. It was also taking into account some

internal total reflection on a rear smooth surface, which

improved further the total efficiency. It was observed that

current collected at the peaks of the grooved surface was

about 80 % to that collected in the valleys.

Efficiencies were at about 12 % which indicated that

texturized or grooved surfaces 	 do not "adversely" effect

the cell.

In more resent research in 1987 a substrate with a

pyramidally textured top surface and a planar reflecting

bottom surface (Lambertian scheme) was very successful because

of its use in point contact solar cells where they proved to

demonstrate efficiencies of 27.5 % under concentrated sunlight

[9]. Pyramidal texturing of the surface of a substrate could
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give rise to a significant degree of light trapping within the

substrate. This effect could maximize the efficiency of

silicon photovoltaic devices where pyramidal texturing was

commonly used for reflection control.

The V-Grooved multijunction solar cell, should have a

conversion efficiency greater than 20 % because of its high

collection efficiency (95 % of incident photons absorbed),

lower series resistance, and no shadowing effect on the

illuminated surface because it has no collection grids [10].

This cell has a trapezoidal shape and consists of many

individual p-n-n / p+-p-n+ diode elements connected in series.

The tandem-junction solar cell combines the back-surface-field

cell and the textured cell [11]. It uses thinner base material

and it behaves like a bipolar transistor with expected

efficiency of more than 20 %.

It would be a great omission if we do not mention about

today's research in the solar cell technology in 	 this

direction, in using the incident light more efficiently.

Nowadays, scientists and engineers work over the so called

stacked cells which consist of two or more photovoltaic,

semiconductor materials one on the top of the other to absorb

the light spectrum more efficiently than a single material

alone. Just recently Sandia National Laboratories announced

that a GaAs cell (which absorbs more of the visible light) on

top of a crystalline Si (which uses the transmitted infrared

11



light) reaches efficiency of 31 % [12].

In the following, we consider a textured solar cell to

improve light collection efficiency with minimal degradation

of the electrical properties of the cell. We have chosen a

Schottky type solar cell since it offers ease of fabrication,

though with the penalty of reduced efficiency. To overcome

this deficiency we suggest to coat the whole front face of

the cell with a conductor, in contrast to 50 % metalization of

today's cells. All in all, we believe that the reduced costs

with an increase in efficiency will make this cell more

applicable for commercial uses.

12



II ANALYSIS OF THE DIFFERENT SURFACE CONFIGURATIONS

2.1 Background

A Schottky-barrier solar cell, consists of a metal

(thin, mostly transparent and here gold) at the surface

followed by a semiconductor (here a n-type single crystal Si

also referred to as the base and an ohmic (of negligible

resistance) back contact.

This solar cell under illumination will have three photocurrent

components 	 that contribute to the total 	 photogenerated

current, given by:

JL = Jm + Jd 4- Jb 	 (1)

where: JL--is the total photocurrent density (A/cm²)

Jm--is the metallic film photocurrent density due to

absorption in the metal (A/cm ² ),

Jd--is the depletion region photocurrent 	 density

(A/cm²),

and Jb--is the bulk (base) region photocurrent density

(A/cm ² ).

Short-wavelengths ( UV, near visible regions ) are 	 mostly

absorbed in the depletion region, whereas, long-wavelengths

( Near IR ) are mostly absorbed in the, bulk region. Light

that has energy larger than that indicated by the barrier

1 3



height (q(фB) can be absorbed in the metal and, therefore,

excite carriers into the semiconductor. It was found [13]

that this type of current contributes very little (less than

1 % ) to the total photocurrent and, therefore, Jm will be

neglected from our calculations. We are left with the two

major contributors to the photocurrent, Jd and 	 Jb. So:

JL(λ) = Jd(λ) 	 Jb(λ) 	 (1.1)

Because of the high electric field in the depletion region,

the photogenerated carriers will be swept out before they

recombine creating a photocurrent given by

Jd = q T(λ) F(λ) [1 - exp(-aW)] 	 (2)

where: q--is the electron charge (1.6 x 10 -19 cb),

T(X)--is the transmission coefficient at the metal/

semiconductor interface (for a single X),

F(λ)--is the number of incident photons per cm² per sec

per unit bandwidth (flux),

a -- is the absorption coefficient ( cm -1 ),

and W -- is the depletion region width (cm).

The transmission coefficient has a dependency on the angle

of incidence (8), T(λ,θ), which is discussed in more details

in the next section. The absorption coefficient also has a

1 4



dependency on the angle of refraction ('p) according to [7]:

a(λ,p) = α(λ) / cos p 	 (3)

It was found, that, α(λ) = 500 cm -1 	at X = 0.9 pm, and

α(λ) = 10000 cm-¹ at X = 0.5 pm [1]. Non-perpendicular light

incidence travels a depletion region given by:

W(4)) = W / cos (1) 	 (4)

where a typical value of 2.5 pm was used for the W [13].

The number of incident photons was calculated by using the

solar spectral irradiance data at AM1, [1],[14]. At X=0.9 pm

over a bandwidth of AX= 0.04 pm, and with an average energy

per photon of, Epic = 1.24 / 0.9 pm = 1.4 eV the number of

photons will be:

F(λ) = 1.4 x 1016 photons/cm² sec 	 (5)

At X = 0.5 pm the number of photons is:

F(λ) = 1.8 x 1016 photons / cm² sec 	 (6)

It is worth noting here, that the total number of solar

photons at sea level is about 4.8 x 10 17 cm -2 sec -1 and the
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maximum number of them to be absorbed in Si is about 3.7 x

10 ¹7 cm -² sec -1 (or 77 %) [15].

When light of a given wavelength X is incident on the front

surface, the photocurrent can be derived. If we assume that

each incident photon, at each wavelength, generates a pair of

carriers, then the generation rate of electron-hole pair at

some distance xo from the semiconductor surface will be

given by [3]:

G(λ,x) = α(λ) F(λ) [1 - R(λ)] exp[ - a(λ) xo ] 	 (7)

where: R(λ)-- is the fraction of photons reflected from

the surface (reflectivity),

and T(λ) = 1 - R(λ).

The one-dimensional steady-state continuity equations are [3]:

-for electrons in p-type-

Gn - 	 (np/Tn) 	 + (1/q)(dJn/dx) = 0 (8)

-for holes 	 in n-type-

- 	 (pn/Tp) 	 - 	 (1/q)(dJp/dx) = 0 (9)

where: np, pn-- are the excess electron, hole concentrations

in p-type and n-type respectively,

16



In, τp -- are the electron and the hole lifetimes (sec)

Jn, Jp-- are the current-densities (A/cm ² ),

XD -- is the light path from the top surface,

x -- is the distance, depth in the bulk and for

our case is actually taking values from:

x=(Yo + Y) + dY (the linear (Yo+Y)- and the

non-linear, curved portion dY - of the field

line) as it will be discussed later in

section 2.3.

The current density equations are given by:

Jr' = q µn np e + q Dn (dnp/dx) 	 (10)

Jp = q pp pn e - q Dp (dpn/dx) 	 (11)

where: q 1_1n np e ; q ip pn c -- are the Drift components,

q Dn (dnp/dx) ; q Dp (dpn/dx) -- are the Diffusion

components,

E -- is the electric field,

Dn, Dp -- are the electron and hole diffusion constants

respectively (cm 2/sec).

For an n-type semiconductor equations (7), (9), and (11) can

be combined to yield the following differential continuity

equation [3]:

d²Pn 	 Pn
Dp  	 -- 	 α(λ) F(λ) T(λ) exp(- α(λ)x) = 0 	 (12)

d x ² 	 τp

1 7



A general solution to the above differential equation (12)

with the boundary conditions pn = 0 at: x = W and x = L,

results in the hole photocurrent density collected at the

depletion edge, x = W, given by [13]:

q α(λ) F(λ) TOO Lp
Jb(λ) = 	 { (αLp - 1) exp(-αW) +

(α 2 Lp ² - 1)

2[exp(-αL) - exp(-αW)(exp(W-L/Lp))]
(13)

(exp(L-W/Lp), - exp(W-L/Lp))

where the new parameter in here Lp is the hole-diffusion

length and its value is given by:

Lp = ( Dp τp ) ¹/ ² 	(14)

A typical value for Si at 300 0 K used in our calculations is -

for Dp = 12.5 cm ²/sec [2] and τp = 0.3 µsec [1] - Lp = 20µm.

Now collecting some of our values at this point for a cell of

total (maximum) length L =100 p.m with W = 2.5 tm and Lp =20 p.m

one can very easily find out that the last term inside the

brackets in equation (13) is almost zero and can be neglected.

2[exp(-αL) - exp(-αW)(exp(W-L/Lp))]
0 	 (15)

(exp(L-W/Lp) - exp(W-L/Lp))

Therefore equation (13) becomes:

18



q α(λ) F(λ) TOO Lp

	

Jb(λ) = 	 { (αLp - 1) exp(-αW) } 	 (16)
( α² Lp² - 1)

and by doing a simple algebraic calculation in equation (16)

we get:

q α(λ) FO) TOO Lp
Jb(λ) = 	 ((αLp - 1) exp(-αW)} =>

(αLp + 1)(αLp - 1)

q α(λ) F(λ) T(λ) Lp
Jb(λ) = 	 [exp(-αW)] 	 (17)

(αLp + 1)

Now equation (17) is the final form of our bulk component of

the photocurrent which along with equation (2) give us the

total photogenerated current density for a Schottky barrier

solar cell.

Once the total photogenerated current is calculated, one

can find the I-V characteristic of the Schottky barrier cell

under illumination. For this, first, it will be necessary to

calculate the saturation current Is which is given

by [16]:

Is = A A** T ² exp(-qфBn/KT) 	 (18)

where: A--is the total diode area (cm 2 )
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A**-- is the effective Richardson constant (for n - type

Si is 110 A/cm ²/K ² )

T -- is the temperature (300 0 K)

qфBn--is the barrier height between metal-semiconductor

taken here to be equal to 2/3 E g = 1.2 x 10 -¹9 J

K -- is the Boltzmann's constant (1.38 x 10 -²3 J/K)

Now the I-V characteristic equation will be given by [3]:

I = IL + Is (1- exp(qV/ηKT)) 	 (19)

The parameter n in the above equation represents an ideality

factor which will be taken to be equal to one (n = 1) for our
calculations.

2.2 Reflectivity of cell surface

In general, the reflectivity (R) of most metals depends

more on the wavelength than on the angle of incidence and it

is usually high. But as discussed in the introduction, for our

Schottky barrier we need an almost transparent medium on the

front surface to assure that enough light, if not all, gets

into the semiconductor substrate. This can be achieved if the

thickness of the metal on the surface is substantially small

(thin-film), though not as small as to lose the electrical

properties of the metal. It was found that, for a thickness

20



of 100°A of Au on a n-type Si over a range of 	 λ

between 0.5 µm - 1.1 µm that the absorption of light in the

metal 	 is almost zero (see fig.1), [13].

Also, the transmittance (T) for a film bounded by air ( index

of refraction 1.0 ) and a substrate of refractive index ns, on

which the film is deposited, is given to a first approximation

by, [17]:

4 ns / T = (ωp / 0 ² sinh²(d/δ) or

•

TOO = (w / ωp) ² (4 ns 	 sinh²(d/δ)) 	 (20)

where: up-- is the plasma frequency

8 -- is the penetration depth or skin depth and for Au

is about 210 °A ; S = C / ωp,

d -- is the thickness of the metal film ( °A )

and, 	 w = 21" v = 2π C / λ .

Now from 	 Up = C / 8 we get:

Up = 1.5 x 10 16 ( rad/sec ).

Since the transmission is optical wavelength dependent, a

minimum metallic thickness value of about, d = 90 - 100 °A

will be used to optimize for the optical as well as the

electrical properties. For both wavelengths of 0.9 and 0.5 µm

the metallic film is transparent, shown by equation (20), and

all light is transmitted through the metal for the above given
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REFLECTANCE, TRANSMITTANCE, ABSORBANCE

Wavelength (micrometers)
Fig.( 1 ) Optical characteristics of

the gold/n-sllicon system.
(R.F.McOuat and D.L.Pulfrey; Ref.[13])
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wavelengths and thickness.

The index of refraction of an absorbing medium is complex

and given by:

ni = ns - ik 	 (21)

where: k -- is a parameter called the extinction coefficient,

with 	 k = α λ / 4 R.

By checking some values of ns and k for Si at different

wavelengths [18] we find that: at 0.3m - where Si is strongly

absorbing - ns = 5.0 while k = 4.2 ; at 0.5 um ns = 4.3 and

k = 0.073 ; at 0.9 um ns = 3.5 and k = 7.0 x 10 -3 ; so k

becomes significantly small, and is neglected.

The reflectance (R) is given by [19]:

( ns - 1 ) ² + k ²

R =1/n111 ² =1 11d ² =  	 (22)
( ns + 1 ) ² + k ²

where: r and ri -- are the parallel and the perpendicular

amplitude reflection coefficients of the

Fresnel's equations.

Neglecting the k ² term at λ= 0.9 and 0.5 um, we get:

( ns - 1 ) ²

R(λ) = 	
( ns + 1 )2

(23)
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Now when the light is not perpendicularly incident the

reflectivity (R) will be increasing as the angle of incidence

(8) increases reaching a value of R = 1 at 8 = 90 0 . For this

case we approximate that the value for the reflectivity to

be given by the most dominant perpendicular 	 reflection

coefficient 	 r1 . Assuming also here that the thin film of Au

remains to a great extend transparent in this case we can get

the value of reflectivity, [19]:

sin²(θ - (p)
R(λ,θ) =1/11² = |(Er/Ei)| ² = 	 (24)

sin ² (8 + (2)

where: cp -- is the refracted angle calculated by Snell's law:

w(λ,θ) = arcsin( sine / ns ) 	 (25)

How reflectivity varies with angle of incidence is shown in

fig.(2). The transmisivity (T) will be given by:

T(λ,θ) = 1 - R(λ,θ) 	 (26)

When light impinges on a grooved surface it may experience

more than one reflections. Each time the light hit the surface

a lesser and lesser amount of photons will be reflected and,

therefore, transmitted into the semiconductor to be absorbed.
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REFLECTIVITY ( )

ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (Degrees)
Fig.( 2 ) Reflectivity Vs. angle of

incidence on a Si surface at 0.9 and
0.5 micrometer wavelengths.
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Finally, almost all photons are transmitted through the metal.

Define 8¹, R¹, Fl as the incident angle, the reflectivity,

and the total number of incident photons respectively for

the first reflection, and θ2, R², F² for the second

reflection. Then, the number of photons incident at the second

time will be:

F2 = R1 Fl 	 (27)

and the number of those transmitted during the 	 second

time will be:

T² (R¹ Fl) 	 or 	 (1 - R²) R1F1 	 (28)

For the third reflection: 	 T3 (R² R¹ F¹), 	 and so on.

The total photocurrent, J(λ) depends on the incident photon

flux through Eqs. (1.1), (2), and (17).

We should note, though, that some of the transmitted

light is transformed into heat (particularly photons with

energies much higher than the band-gap energy of the

semiconductor) and, therefore, is considered as loss.

Nevertheless, our aim is to maximize the light transmission

through solar cell surface patterning.

2.3 The Multiplicity Factor - An Electrical Property

Homogeneous flat front/back surface solar cells possess
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equipotential lines which are straight and parallel to the

surfaces. The electric field lines are perpendicular at each

point to those equipotential lines. Non-flat front surface

solar cells exhibit non-flat equipotential surface and non-

-uniform electric field lines. Equipotentials, for some

configurations used in our work, are shown in Figs.(3) to (6).

A numerical method is used to create these lines, [20], ( see

appendix A for potential points generation, through use of

computer programs). We comment that solving Laplace's equation

is justified since most of carriers generated, for λ = 0.5 p.m,

occur in the depletion region. The depletion region is very

small compared to the bulk dimensions of the solar cell. For

λ = 0.9 µm, the Poisson's equation should be solved for the

equipotential lines. Nevertheless we assume that the major

field distribution will be due to the static Laplace problem.

The curved field lines will modify our computation of L, the

effective cell thickness, needed for the photogenerated

current JL. We devide the field line into a straight part

(Yo+Y), and a curved part dY. The curved part is approximated

by an arc with a radius of rj . This radius rj takes values

from 0 to S (the total length of one side at the highest

point). This is illustrated in Fig.(7). Therefore dYj = rj θo

gives us the length of this curved part for different rj

values, ( for example, θ(of  the V grooves) = 50 0 , with

curvature angle to be equal to 10 0 ). The total length YT of
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TOP PLATE

BOTTOM PI ATF

Fig.( 3 ) Equipotential lines for the
V-shaped surface cell.
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TOP PLATE

BOTTOM PLATE

Fig.( 4 ) Equipotential lines for the
Star -shaped surface cell,
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TOP PLATE

BOTTOM PLATE

Fig.( 5 ) Equipotential lines for the
inverted -star-shaped surface cell.
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TOP PLATE

BOTTOM PLATE

Fig.( 6 ) Equipotential lines for the
M-shaped surface cell.
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For the V-Cell

BOTTOM PLATE

Fig.( 7 ) A comparison between the
linear field lines ( Y0 & Y) and the

non-linear one (dY).
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the field lines is:

YTJ = (Y+Yoj) + dYj = (50 + sin(θ-θo)rj) + rjθ0 (km) 	 (29)

where: j = 1,2,...,N, with N being descrete area sections as

shown in Fig.(7). The relationship between the non-linear and

the linear parts is shown in Fig.(8). Thus, a correction to

the current path is needed to account for the distance between

the two conducting plates of the solar cell. A multiplicity

factor j is defined to account for the non-homogeneous

current distribution due to non-uniform field distribution. It

is defined as follows:

Ej CC - 1 / YTj 	 (30)

then the (j) roughly will be given by (since there is a

potential difference between the plates):

= YTS / YTj 	 (31)

where 	 j = 1,2,...,N. Figure (9) shows j vs.	 total field

line length for some of our configurations.

We note, though, that non-homogeneous current distribution is

also a result of non-uniform light transmission distribution

across the solar cell. This effect will be considered in the

next section.
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dY (non-linear path - in micrometers)

Y (linear path - in micrometers)
Fig( 8 ) Relation between the linear (Y)
and the non-linear (dY) field line paths

for the V -shaped surface,

100
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Multiplicity Factor (' j)

Yt (total path - in micrometers)

Fig.( 9 ) The multiplicity factor Vs.
the total field line path (Yt).
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2.4 The Surface Configurations - Calculations

(a) Flat-surface cells.

Flat 	 Schottky barrier solar cell experiences only 	 one

reflection (or transmission). It is found from Eq.(23) that,

R(λ) = 0.31 or 	 T()) = 0.69 (for ns=3.5, at λ=0.9 p.m) 	 and

R(λ) 	 = 0.34 	 (for ns = 4.27 at λ=0.5 lam). 	 At 0 . 9 p.m,

substituting the following values:

α(λ) = 500 cm-¹

F = 1.4 x 10 16 photons/ cm ² sec bandwidth

W = 2.5 x 10 -4 cm

Lp = 20 x 10 -4 cm

q = 1.6 x 10 -¹9 cb

and the use of equations (2) and (17) we get:

Jd(λ) = 1.82 x 10 -4 A/cm ²

Jb(λ) = 5.84 x 10 -4 A/cm 2

From Eq.(1.1), we find that:

JL(λ) = 8.66 y 10 -4 A/cm 2

as the total photocurrent density.

Assuming flat surface area of A = 1 cm ² (which will be the

case in all of our calculations) we get:

IL = 8.66 x 10 -4 	A

The saturation current is found from Eq.(18) with 	 the
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following parameters:

A = 1 cm ²

A" = 110 A/cm ²/K (Richardson constant for n-type)

T = 300 0 K

qфBn = 2/3 Eg = 1.2 x 10 -¹9 J

K = 1.38 x 10 -²3 J/K (Boltzmann's constant)

Is = 2.55 x 10 -6 A.

The I-V characteristic can be found from Eq.(19) and is shown

in Fig.(24).

At 0.5 p.m, with the following parameters,

α(λ) = 10000 cm -¹

F = 1.8 x 10 16 photons/cm 2 sec bandwidth

W = 2.5 x 10 -4 cm

Lp = 20 x 10 -4 cm

we get:

Jd(λ) = 1.63 x 10 -3 A/cm ²

Jb(λ) = 1.384 x 10 -4 A/cm ²

IL(λ) = 1.77 x 10 -3 A.

The I-V characteristic is shown in Fig.(25).

(b) V-shaped Surface Cells

More than one reflections, before light escapes back to

space, can be captured by a grooved surface in a shape of
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V-grooves. It is found by a ray tracing method, that, the

steeper the sides become, the more reflections we may get, as

shown in Figures (10), (11), and (12) versus depth - with y=0

taken at the bottom of the grooves. Figure (13) is showing

the amount of light transmitted into the cell vs. depth for

a 50 0 front surface slope from the horizontal accounting

for the transmittance as discussed by equations (27) and (28).

Also shown is the best fit curve. Our calculations showed that

50 0 sloped surface is an optimum angle from light

transmission point of view (V-cell) (see also Refs. [6], [8]).

The ray tracing for this case can be seen in Fig. (14), where

the light hits the surface at θ = 50 0 (incoming perpendicular

to the back surface). Two reflections are possible before light

escapes back to space, with θ1 = 50°, = 12.6°, R1 = 0.468

(first reflection) and 	 θ² = 30 0 , 	 w² = 8.2°, 	 R2 = 0.361

(second reflection), at 0.9 4m. The α1(λ,w), α²(λ,w), W1(4)),

W²(p) parameters are calculated as indicated by Eqs.(3)

and (4) respectively, and the number of incident photons

available for the second reflection F² is calculated using

Eq. (27).

In general the photocurrent will be given by:

N 	 N
IL = [ E (Jd AAj)(j)]m + [ E (Jb AAj)(j)]m 	 (32)

j 	 j

where: 	 j = 1,2,..., N
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No. C, Reflections
50 degrees

(slope from the horizontal)

Y - Depth (micrometers)
Fig.(10) No. of Reflections per V

aperture Vs depth for the V-shaped
surface.
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No. LI R,CL)ctions
60 degrees

(slope from the horizontal)

Y - Depth (micrometers)
Fig.(11) Number of Reflections per V
aperture Vs. depth for the V-shaped

surface.
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No. of Reflections
1 0

70 degrees
(slope from the horlzontal)

Y - Depth (micrometers)
Fig.(12) Number of Reflections per V
aperture Vs. depth for the V-shaped

surface,

4



Light Transmitted lam the cell

10	 20 	 30 	 40 	 60 	 60
Y - Depth (micrometers)

Fig.(13) Amount of light Transmitted
into the cell (per unit V) for the

V-shaped surface.
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Incident

Reflected

'Refracted (1)
Refracted (2)

BACK SURFACE

Fig.(14) The V-shaped surface cell (50°)
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N -- is the number of spotions of the surface,

m -- is the number of sides in a unit cell- m = tan(6)/Y

where Y is the amplitude of pattern.

is the area (unit area) of each section,

j -- is the multiplicity factor as discussed above

and shown in Fig. (9) - usually takes values

form 1.0 to 0.5 .

If we assume N = 5 for simplicity, we find using appendix B,

at X = 0.9 lam, 	 that: 	 (first reflection) -

Idl = [ E (JdiAAJ)(j) ]m = 1.75 x 10-4 A

Ibl = [ E (JblAAj)(j) ]m = 6.32 x 10-4 A

-(second reflection)-

N
Id2 = [ E (Jd2AAJ)(j) ]m = 7.72 x 10-5 A

Ib2 = [ E (Jb2AAj)(j) ]m = 2.85 x 10-4 A

Finally we get:

	

IL = Idl + Ibl 	 Id2 	 Ib2 = 1.17 x 10-3 A

Ising Eq. (18) with same values as before, (accounting for

the area):

A = tan(50)/sin(50) = 1.555 cm2
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so:	 Is = 4.09 x 10-3 A.

The I-V characteristic can be seen in Fig.(24).

At X = 0.5 pm, we get:

Idi = 1.46 x 10-3 A,

Ibl = 1.14 x 10-4 A.

Id2 = 7.9 x 10-4 A.

1b² = 6.47 x 10-5 A.

and,	 IL = 2.43 x 10-3 A.

The I-V characteristic is shown in Fig.(25).

(c) Star-shaped Surface cells and the Inverted-Star surface

cells

In the Star-shaped surface cell we divided each side into

four regions (Al, A², A3, A4) as shown in Fig.(15). Each one

of these regions has the following area values:

A1 = A4 = 21.76 x 10-4 cm²

A2 = A3 = 16.93 x 10-4 cm2

The number of sides (m) is kept the same as for the V-shaped

to be m = 238 sides/cm². So the total surface area for star-

-shaped cell will be given by:

A = (Al + A2 4' As + A4)m = 1.84 cm²

The reflections are listed as follows:

In Ai: 	 A 1st reflection over the entire area (01=500);



BACK SURFACE

Fig(15) The Star-shaped surface cell,
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A 2nd reflection over the bottom of area Ai -

in 5 x 10- 4 cm2 - (02,30o);

A 3rd reflection over an area between the

10.6 x 10-4 and the 15.13 x 10-4 cm2 -(93=500)

in A2: 	 A 1st reflection over the entire area (01=00);

two 2nd reflections over the entire area (82=80°),

in A3: we get only a 2nd reflection over an area of about

4.1 x 10-4 cm2 at the top of AS (0²=200)

in A4: 	 A 1st reflection over an area from the bottom groove

to about 17.2 x 10-4 cm2 up (81=500);

a 2nd reflection over an area from the bottom groove

to about 12.8 x 10-4 cm2 up (0²=300);

and a 3rd reflection over a region at the top from

17.2 x 10-4 to 21.76 x 10-4 cm² (83=100).

We got the following values, at X = 0.9 [..km, for R, 	 a, and W

per region by using Fig.(2) and Eqs.(3) and (4):

(Al): 	 Ri(1)=0.466 ; R²(1)=0.36 ; R3(1)=0.466

al(1)=512.4 cm-1 ; α2(¹)=505.2 cm-1 ; a3(1)=512.4 cm-1

W1(1)=2.56 x 10-4 cm ; W²(1)=2.53 x 10-4 cm

W2(1)=2.56 x 10-4 cm,

(A²) : 	 R1(²)=0.31 ; R²(2)=0.813

al(²)=500 cm-1 ; a1(²)=521 cm-1

W1(²)=2.5 x 10-4 cm ; W2(²)=2.6 x 10-4 cm,

(As): 	 R2(3) = 0.332

a2(3) = 502.4 cm-1



W2(8) = 2.51 x 10-

(A4): 	 R¹(4)=0.466 ; R2(4)=0.36 ; R3(4)=0.315

a¹(4)=512.4 cm-¹ ; a2(4)=505.2 cm-¹ ; a3(4)=501 cm-¹

W¹(4)=2.56 x 10-4 cm ; W2(4)=2.53 x 10-4 cm

W3(4)=2.5 x 10-4 cm.

Now if we assume for simplicity that we divide each of those

areas in four sections (N=4) then the multiplicity factor gets

the values: (Al): = 0.61 to 0.53

(A2): .j(2) = 0.63 (about constant value)

(A3): ,j(8) = 0.73 to 0.57

(A4): 	 = 1.0 to 0.8

and the photocurrents calculated per region are (at 0.9 p,m):

IL(A¹) = [ Σ(J.21¹(1) AAJ(¹))(j(¹))] m +

+ [ Σ(Jbl(¹) ni(¹))(.1(1))] m+

N'
+ [ Σ(Jd2(¹) AAJ(¹))(j(¹))] m+

N'
+ [ Σ(Jb2(¹) Aj(¹)))(ξj(¹))] m+

N"
+ 	 Σ(Jd3(¹) AAJ(¹))(j(¹))] m +

N"
+ Σ(J1.3(¹) AAJ(¹))(i(¹))] m =

= [1.83 x 10-7 A/side + 6.6 x 10-7 A/side +

+ 2.45 x 10-8 A/side + 9.0 x 10-e A/side
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+ 1.36 x 10-8 A/side + 5.0 x 10-8 A/side ] m =

= ( 1.02 x 10-8 A/side ) ( 238 sides ) =

= 2.43 x 10-4 A.

IL(A2) = [ Σ(jdi(²) AAξj(²))(ξj(²))] m +

+ [ Σ(Jbl(²) Aj(²))(J(2))] m

+ [ 2Σ(Jd²(2) Aj(²))(Eξj(2))] m +

+ 	 2Σ(Jb2(²) Aj(²))(ξj(²)] m =

= [1.94 10-7 A/side + 7.3 x 10-7 A/side +

+ 2(1.76 x 10-8 A/side) + 2(1.36 x 10-7 A/side)]m =

= (1.23 x 10-6 A/side)(238 sides) =

= 2.93 x 10-4 A.

N"
IL(A8) = [ Σ(Jd2(8) Aj<³))(E.J(³))] m +

N"
+ 	 Σ(Jb2(³) Aj(³))(ξj(³))] m=

= [1.94 x 10-8 A/side + 6.92 x 10-8 A/side] in =

= ( 8.86 x 10-8 ) (238) =

= 2.11 x 10-5 A.

IL(A4) = [ Σ(Jd¹(4) AAξj(4))(j(4))] m +

+ [ Σ(Jb1(4) Aj(4))(j(4))] m +
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N"
+ [ Σ(Jd2(4) Aj(4))(ξj(4)))] m

N"
+ [ Σ(Jb2(4) AAξj(4))(J(4))] m

N"
+ [ Σ(Jd3() AAξj(4))(ξj(4))] m

N"
[ Σ(Jb3(4) Aj(4))(ξj(4))] m =

= [ 1.08 x 10-6 A/side + 4.53 x 10-7 A/side +

+ 5.25 x 10-8 A/side 	 m =

= (1.584 x 10-6 A/side) (238 side) =

= 3.77 x 10-4 A,

therefore the total photocurrent will be given by:

	

IL = IL<A¹) + IL (A²) + IL(A3) 	 IL(A4) = 9.34 x 10-4 A.

Some of the above values were also tested by the computer

program in appendix B region by region.

By using A = 1.84 cm² and keeping the remaining values

unchanged, we get from Eq.(18):

Is = 4.7 x 10-6 A

The I-V characteristic is shown in Fig. (24).

At, 	 X = 0.5 lam, 	 we get:

IL(Al) = (2.22 x 10-6 A/side)(238 sides) = 0.528 x 10-3 A

IL(A²) = (2.23 x 10-6 A/side)(238 sides) = 0.531 x 10-³ A

IL(A³) = (2.07 x 10-7 A/side)(238 sides) = 4.92 x 10-5 A
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IL(A4) = (3.36 x 10-8 A/side)(238 sides) = 0.80 x 10-3 A

and, 	 IL = 1.91 x 10-3 A.

The I-V characteristic is shown in Fig.(25).

As we see here we do not get much of an improvement for this

kind of surface configuration primarily due to creation of a

dark area(light never gets there), shown as shades in Fig.(15),

and as a result, only very little current is drawn out of that

region (only 2.26 % of the total).

With the same analogy as for this star-shaped surface

the Inverted-star-shaped surface cell shown in Fig. (16) was

tested and found, like the star, showing not much of an

improvement over the V-cell having its I-V characteristic

curve falling in the same region that the star's does. The

"dark" areas are shown in Fig.(16) as the shaded ones.

(d) The M -shaped Surface Cell.

This surface configuration is shown in Fig. (17). In

Figs. (18) and (19) we show the number of reflections and the

light transmitted into the cell vs. depth respectively. For

simplicity we assume two regions, Ai and A² shown in Fig.(17)

with each one having an area of: A1 = 32.63 x 10-4 cm²/side

and A² = 2( Al) = 65.3 x 10-4 cm²/side, totaling 159

sides (m = 159) per unit cell. The total area is found to

be: A=1.557 cm². The values for a, R, W are the same for 1st
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BACK SURFACE

Fig(16) The Inverted -star -shaped surface
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BACK SURFACE

Fig.(17) The M-shaped surface cell
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No. of Reflections
50 degrees

slope from the horizontal)

Y - Depth (micrometers)
Fig.(18) Number of Reflections per M
aperture Vs. depth for the M-shaped

surface.
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Light Trt iL..Jitted into [ at 0,9 p.m ]

M- CELL

10 	 20 	 30 	 40 	 60 	 60
Y - Depth (micrometers)

Fig.(19) Amount of light Transmitted
into the cell (per unit M) for the

M-shaped surface,
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and 2nd reflections as indicated in the V-shaped surface. The

(j) for A² is practically the same as for the V-shaped cell,

but for A1 it shows a little bit of improvement.

As before, at X = 0.9 ktm, the photocurrent will be given by:

IL(A1) = ( E[(Jdicl)AAξj(¹))(i(¹))+(Jbl.(¹)INj(1))(i(¹))ilm +

N'
+ 	 Σ[(Jd2(¹)Aj(¹))(j(¹) )“,lb2(1)Aj(¹))(ξj(¹))]}m =

= (4.1 x 10-7 A/side + 1.48 x 10-6 A/side

+ 1.68 x 10-7 A/side + 6.2 x 10-7 A/side ) m =

= { 2.678 x 10-6 A/side }( 159 sides ) =

= 4.25 x 10-4 A.

IL<A2> ,( Σ[0d¹(2>AAj (Jb1(j(²))+(Jb1(²)1Aξj(2))(u<²)mm

N'
Σ[0d2(2)Aj (²))(j(2))+(Jb2(²)Aj(²))(ξj(²))]}m =

= f 7.6 x 10-7 A/side + 2.73 x 10-6 A/side +

+ 3.33 x 10-7 A/side + 1.22 x 10-6 A/side 	 m =

= ( 5.04 x 10-6 A/side ) (159 sides) =

= 8.0 x 10-4 A

and the total photocurrent is given by:

IL = IL<A1) + IL(A2) = 4.25 x 10-4 + 8.0 x 10-4 A =

= 1.22 x 10-3 A.

The saturation current Is remains the same as in the V-shaped
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surface to be:

Is = 4.09 x 10-6 A.

From Eq.(19) we can get the I-V characteristic for the M.

-shaped surface which is shown in figure (24).

At, 	 X = 0.5 pm, we get:

Id1(A¹) = 3.4 x 10-6 A/side,

Ib¹(A¹) = 2.65 x 10-7 A/side,

Id1(A²) = 6.31 x 10-3 A/side,

Ib1(A²) = 4.9 x 10-7 A/side,

Id2(A¹).= 1.69 x 10-6 A/side,

IIO²(A¹) = 1.40 x 10-7 A/side,

Id2(A²) = 3.32 x 10-3 A/side,

Ib2(A²) = 2.75 x 10-7 A/side,

and finally:

IL = (1.59 x 10-5 A/side)(159 sides) = 2.53 x 10-3 A.

The I-V characteristic is shown in Fig.(25).

The little improvement that we get over the V-shaped cell iE

primarily due to electrical and not really to optica]

advancement.

(e) Asymmetric V-shaped Surface Cells

Another kind of V-cell is presented here, with the

difference that the two sides are unequal by changing the
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angle of elevation over the horizontal. This asymmetric V-

shaped surface is shown in figure (20). We can see that the

two angles formed over the horizontal at the low grooves are

of 500 and 700 respectively. The number of reflections and the

amount of light transmitted into the cell vs. depth are

shown in figures (21) and (22). On each of these sides we get

three reflections before light escapes. For simplicity again

let's call A¹ the region with the 50° elevation and A2 the

region with 700 elevation.

It is found that: A¹ = (50 p.m / sin(50))(1 cm²) =

= 65.3 x 10-4 cm2

A² = ( 50 p.m / sin(70))(1 cm²) =

= 53.2 x 10-4 cm2

and with 166 sides over a flat area of 1 cm² 	 (m = 166) the

total area for such surface will be:

A = ( Ai + A2 ) (166) = 1.97 cm2.

Our parameters for each side, at X = 0.9 p.m, are found to be:

In (A¹): 	 R1(¹)=0.468; R²(¹)=0.314; Ra(¹)=0.665

a¹(¹)=512.4 cm-I; a²(¹)=501 cm-I; a3<¹)=519 cm-¹

14¹(¹)=2.56 x 10-4 cm; W²(¹)=2.5 x 10-4 cm;

Wa(¹)=2.59 x 10-4 cm.

In (A2): 	 R1(²)=0.665 ; R2(²)=0.314; R3(²)=0.468

a¹(²)=519 cm-¹; a²(²)=501 cm-I; a3(²)=512.4 cm-¹

W¹(²)=2.59 x 10-4 cm; W2(2)=2.5 x 10-4 cm;
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BACK SURFACE

Fig.(20) The Asymmetric-V-shaped surface
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of Reflections
50 & 70 degrees

(slopes from the horizontal)

Y - 7,3pth 	 !mt.neters)
Fig.(21) Number of Reflections per A-V

aperture V& depth for the Asymmetric V
shaped surface.
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Ught T. J,_tInitted into the Cell

Y - Depth (micrometers.)
Fig.(22) Amount of light Transmitted

into the cell (per unit V) for the
asymmetric-V-shaped surface.
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W3(²)=2.56 x 10-4 cm.

In evaluating the multiplicity factor (.j) for the A1 side, θo

in equation (29) is taken to be 150 while for the A2 is taken

to be 200 because this side is more steeper than Ai. Then

is taking values from 1.0 to 0.57 for both sides as shown in

figure (9), with a number of sections equal to five (N = 5).

Therefore, the photocurrents generated, at 0.9 .tro, are:

IL(A¹)= { ΣL(Jd(¹)Aj(¹))(ξj(¹))+(Jb1(¹))(ξj(¹)Ajc1))(ξj(¹))]}m +

N"
+ { ΣE(Jd²(1)AAξj(1))(J(1))+(Jb²(1)AAξj(1))(Ci(¹))1)m +

N"
Σ[(Jd3(1)AAξj(1))(ξj(1 ) ) -

1-(Jb3(1)AAJ(1))(J(1))]) m =

= { 7.3 x 10-7 A/side + 2.65 x 10-6 A/side ) m +

+ { 2.13 x 10-7 A/side + 8.0 x 10-7 A/side m +

+ { 6.8 x 10-8 A/side + 2.45 x 10-7 A/side 1 m =

= 4.706 x 10-8 A/side ) (166 sides) =

= 7.81 x 10-4 A

IL(A²)= 	 ΣE(J,11(²),8AJ(²3)(j(²))+Obl(²>AAξj(2))(j(2))])m

N'
m + )+(Jb2(²)Aj(²))(ξj(²)]}Σ[(Jd2(²)Aj(²))(ξj(²)

N"
+ f EE(Jd3<²>AAJ(2))(J(²))+(J1.3(2)Aj(2))(J(2))]) m =

= { 3.775 x 10-7 A/side + 1.34 x 10-6 A/side ) m +
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+ f 2.885 x 10-7 A/side + 1.1 x 10-6 A/side } m +

+ { 7.7 x 10-8 A/side + 2.73 x 10-7 A/side 	 m =

= { 3.456 x 10-6 A/side ) (166 sides) =

= 5.74 x 10-4 A,

and therefore the total photocurrent:

IL = IL(A¹) 	 IL(A²) = 7.81 x 10-4 A + 5.74 x 10-4 A =

= 1.355 x 10-³ A.

Substituting our values in Eq.(18) with A = 1.97 cm2 we get

for the saturation current:

Is = 5.0 x 10-6 A

Then from Eq. (19) we get the I-V characteristic for this

configuration which is shown in figure (24).

At, 	 X = 0.5 'Am, we get:
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Id3(A²²) = 8.50 x 10-7 A/side,

Ib3(A²) = 6.63 x 10-8 A/side,

and finally:

IL = IL(A¹) + IL(A2) = 1.52 x 10-3 + 1.40 x 10-3 =

= 2.92 x 10-3 A.

The I-V characteristic is shown in Fig. (25),

As we see a significant improvement over the V-shaped

(symmetric) surface has been achieved primarily due to optical

improvement, by increasing the number of reflections.

(f) AsyAAetric M-shaped Surface Cells

In the same way the M-shaped surface was created over

the V-shaped cell we can also have the asymmetric M-shaped

surface over the asymmetric V-shaped surface, which is shown

in figure (23).

Calculations done here for this type of surface in the same

analogy, like before, give us:

m = 111 sides; Ai = 65.3 x 10-4 cm²; A² = 26.8 x 10-4 cm2

A3 = 32.64 x 10-4 cm²; A4 = 53.21 x 10-4 cm2

getting a total area of: A = 1.97 cm2 , and the photocurrents

at X = 0.9 lam, 	 are:

IL(Al) = 4.706 x 10-8 A/side

IL(A²) = 1.98 x 10-6 A/side
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BACK SURFACE

Fig(23) An Asymmetric-M--shaped surface
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IL(A3) = 2.57 x 10-6 A/side

IL(A4) = 3,456 x 10-6 A/side

with the total photocurrent:

IL = (1.27 x 10-5 A/side)( 111 sides) = 1.4 x 10-3 A

with: 	 Is = 5.0 x 10-6 A,

we get the I-V characteristic given in figure (24).

At X = 0.5 pm, we get:

IL(A¹) = 9.13 x 10-8 A/side,

IL(.42) = 4.87 x 10-6 A/side,

IL<A3) = 5.53 x 10-6 A/side.

IL(A4) = 8.44 x 10-6 A/side,

and the total photocurrent:

IL = ( 2.8 x 10-5 A/side)(111 sides) = 3.1 x 10-3 A.

The I-V characteristic is shown in Fig.(25).

As in the M-shaped surface cell, the little improvement that

we get over the asymmetric V-shaped cell is primarily

due to some electrical and not really to optical advancement.

2.5 Noise Corrections

So far we have assumed for all configurations that the

whole 	 surface can contribute to the gain due to 	 the
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Current ( mA ) At 0.9 micrometers wavelength

Voltage ( mV )
Fig.(24) 1-V characteristics of the
different surface configurations, for

solar cells.
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Current ( mA
,

At 0.5 micrometers wavelength

Vo:tage mV
Fig.(25) I-V characteristic of the

different surface configurations, for
solar cells.
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photogenerated current. Are we really able to make on a

surface by etching or other fabrication techniques these sharp

edges that we have assumed in our calculations? The answer is

no. Therefore, we must make a correction to those points and

see by how much this affects our I-V curves and further the

behaviour of such a device.

We demonstrate this point for a V-shaped surface cell.

If we assumed, at this point, that the V-shaped 	 surface

follows the periodic triangular wave, the Fourier expansion

of this configuration is given by [21]:

f(x) = (Y/2) - (4T/n 2) Σ (1/n2) cos(nnx/h) 	 (33)
n=1,3,...

where T is the amplitude of pattern.

Let us assume that the edges of our etched figure are rounded

due to an incomplete etching process. For simplicity we may

assume a flat surface which deteriorate the reflection

process. A flat edge is serving as an upper bound to our noise

estimation.

Substituting our amplitude, which is T= 50 um, the length

h = T/tan(e), and assuming only the first harmonic in the

expansion (33), we get:

at: x = h, 	 f(x) = 45 um

at: x = 2h, 	 f(x) = 5 um
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f(x) is the lost of reflection area to further reflections

more than one. The section area lost is: AS = 6.53 x 10-4cm2

and the flat section area: Ax = 4.2 x 10-4 cm2, as shown in

Fig.(26). The new total surface area is: A" = 1.443 cm2 < A

with (A) being the area as found for the V-shaped surface.

Following the same procedure and calculations as done

previously we can find that the new photocurrent generated

at X = 0.9 lam, is given by:

Idl = [ Σ(Jdl AA.i)(j)] m + (AIdi) m =

= ( 6.57 x 10-7 A/side) ( 238 sides) =

= 1.56 x 10-4 A

Ibl = [ Σ(Jb1 AAJ)(j)] M 	 (AIbl) M =

= ( 2.38 x 10-6 A/side )( 238 sides ) =

= 5.66 x 10-4 A,

where: AIdi, AIbi -- are the currents due to perpendicular

incidence over the (Ax/2) region on top and bottom of

the flatten areas.

N"
Id2 = [ E(Jd² Aj)(j)] m + (AId² + Aida) m =

= (2.555 x 10-7 A/side)(238 sides) = 6.08 x 10-5 A

Ib2 = [ Σ(Jb² Aj)(j)] M 	 (AIb² 	 AIb3) M =
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BOTTOM PLATE

Fig.(26) The V-shaped surface after
Noise Correction.
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d.d0 X lu-' A/Slde) (Zid sloes) =

= 2.22 x 10-4 A

where: AId2², Aids, AIb2, AIb3 -- are the currents due to 2nd

reflection over the Ax bottom flatten region and due

to 3rd reflection over a region on the adjacent side.

Therefore, the total photocurrent, at 0.9 km, is given by:

IL = Idl 	 Ibl 	 Id² 	 Ib² =

= 1.56 x 10-4 + 5.66 x 10-4 + 6.08 x 10-8 +

	+ 2.22 x 10-.4 =	 1.01 x 10-3 A.

From Eq.(18) with the area being A=1.443 cm² we get the

the saturation current to be: 	 Is = 3.68 x 10-6 A.

Using Eq.(19) we can find the I-V characteristic which is

shown in Fig.(27), along with the flat surface cell and the V-

-shaped cell without the noise correction.

At 	 X	 = 	 0.5 p.m	 , 	 we get:

Idi = (5.6 x 10-6 A/side)(238 sides) =

= 1.33 x 10-3 A

Ibi = (4.42 x 10-7 A/side)(238 sides) =

= 1.05 x 10-4 A

Id2 = (2.71 x 10-6 A/side)(238 sides) =

= 6.46 x 10-4 A

Ib2 = (2.08 x 10-7 A/side)(238 sides) =
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Current ( mA ) At 0.9 micrometers wavelength

V-CEL1

FLAT CELL

Fig,(27) I-V characteristic compared to
the Noise correction for a V-cell,
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CurrLut ( mA )3
At 0.5 micrometers wavelength

V-CELL

V-CELL (with Noise Correction)

FLAT CELL

Fig.(28) I-V characteristic compared to
the Noise correction for a V-cell.
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= 4.96 x 10-5 A

and finally the total photocurrent is:

IL = 2.13 x 10-3 A

The I-V characteristic is shown in Fig.(28).

It is worth noting, that, as we decrease the amplitude Y

by keeping the total surface area constant, the noise factor

will increase and, therefore, will further lower the short

circuit current, making it now look comparable to the flat

surface cell.
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III 	 DISCUSSION

We have shown in this work that patterned surfaces show

significant improvement in the short circuit current over a

flat surface solar cell of the same characteristics, while the

open circuit voltage remains practically unchanged (actually

reduces by only a few mV). This improvement in (Isc) reaches

the 62 % over the flat cell. If we account for the noise

as introduced above, then the improvement in Isc is only 30 %.

Comparison between light illumination at 0.5 km show an

improvement in the short-circuit current Isc, over the 0.9 km

wavelength. The short-circuit current almost doubled for

X=0.5 km. The open circuit voltage, Voc, also increased by

about 12.5 %. This is due to the fact that at X=0.5 km, silicon

becomes a highly absorbing material. Also most of 	 the

photogenerated 	 current is created closer to the surface,

within the depletion region and, therefore, easily collected,

before recombination of carriers becomes a significant factor.

It is worth pointing, that, at X=0.5 km the energy of

photons is much higher than the band-gap energy of silicon

and when absorbed, some of their photonic energy will be

dissipated as heat in the material, increasing lattice

vibrations, and resulting in decreasing the overall cell

efficiency. This heat dissipation did not affect our

calculations in getting the I-V characteristics, 	 because
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it aluslly affected all of 	 o,onfl.aurations dihoussA 	 Aro)

imprc.,.Teht in heat dissiation for flat cells will be valid

fc-r 	 t:.-r,:z.tc; 	 cells 	 well. 	 . concern 	 as, 	 only 	 tc

obilectioh

2:e5.:pite the i_mlove2t, of 	 rn efficiency shown

tte 	 .'nU the astric M-

sl=:aces, hc much impr.....eht is	 achieved 	 for 	 open

'Too. 	 This is because of the s:l,•• 	 e,nt

inorea-±le in the saturation currcnt as the surface 	 i8

inoreased.

In general, there are no reported 	 Schottky-barrier

scilar cells .itn efficiencies of more than about 12 %.

It is satatic.7. current Is, ( the majority-carrier

tliermionio current), t]nat limits, the free flow of photo-

-.:-.enerated current IL_ 	 To reduce this current, Is, a thin

ihshilatin 	 film oxide usually is used between the metal and

semiconductorthe

Exper1iLenmai J7ors. dcne [22] show that this presence of an

intei-faoial layer of oxide, between the metal and 	 the

r-a-mictor., can increase considerably the conversion

efficiency of Schottky barrier solar cells without lowering

the short—circuit current. This MIS device can be treated in

the same manner as before with some modification for the

saturation. current [3]:

Is = A A** T2 exp(gOsn/KT) exp[-(0T)1/2 y] 	 (34)
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where: q0,1, -- is the average barrier height by the insulating

layer,

y -- is the insulating thickness

(usually from 100 A to 300 A)

and, A** -- is the effective. Richardson constant.

By solving, Eq. (19) for the Voc, we get:

Voc -7(nKT/q)[1n(IL/AA** T2)+ q0B/KT +(q0T)1/2 y] 	 (35)

As -y- increases, the Voc increases but on the other hand

the short circuit decreases. Therefore, for best performance

one has to find an "optimum" thickness that will fit best

to the above device, giving the maximum efficiency. In our

case, we may have to sacrifice some of this gain in the

short-circuit current due to surface multireflections in order

to increase Voc , for an overall adaptability.

It has been shown that, in textured solar cells the

electric field lines are curved as they get closer to the

surface. Therefore, the thickness of the cell can be reduced,

as it has been indicated by all works done in that area [6],

[6]. This may add to the compactness of these cells in small-

-volume environments.
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IV CONCLUSION

Improvement of 30 % in light collection was shown for

non-flat solar cells over flat cells. Different configurations

have been analyzed, of which, the fractal like, asymmetric M---

shaped cell was found the best, since it maximizes the number

of light reflections without deteriorating the electrical

properties of the cell. Noise in a form of non-ideal rounded

patterns was analyzed too, using truncated Fourier expansion.

Though much of the research nowadays is devoted to cell's

materials rather than cell design, this work suggests an easy

to fabricate, potentially cheap improvement of existing solar

cells.
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A	 A

Numerical Solution Meth,,:*
This program uses the average-value property of Laplace's

equation which states that the potential at each point is an

average of its surrounding points. For that purpose we divided

the space between the electrodes into squares. The potential

at the center of the square is the average of the potentials

of the square corners, thus:

Vo = 1/4 	 + V2 + V3 	 V4)

where this is the result of evaluating Laplace's equation (as

a function of two variables, x and y) at a point Po in a

potential field, as shown in the following figure.

shaped top
surface

Back surface
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EQUIPOTENTIAL 	 Computer Programs

PROGRAM [1]

C 	 THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES FOR A
C 	 \/-SHAPED FRONT SURFACE OF A SOLAR CELL,HAVING A

FLAT BACK SURFACE. 	
---------- - -- - ----- - --- - - --------------- - ---- -

C

	

	 IT DIVIDES THE AREA IN (9X9) EQUAL SQUARES AND
FINDS THE POTENTIAL AT THEIR CORNERS BY USING
THE NUMERICAL METHOD.
ASSUMED ALSO HERE IS THAT THE FRONT SURFACE IS
AT A 100 mV POTENTIAL WHILE THE BOTTOM SURFACE
IS AT 0 mV. 	
COMMON P(9,9)
DIMENSION P2(9,9)
DO 10 J=6,9
P(1,J)=0.0

10 	 P(9,J)=0.0
DO 20 I=1,9

20 	 P(I,1)=0.0
DO 21 1=2,4

21 	 P(I,9)=0.0
DO 22 I=6,8

22 	 P(I,9)=0.0
P(1,5)=100.0
P(9,5)=100.0
P(2,6)=I00.0
P(8,6)=I00.0
P(3,7)=100.0
P(7,7)=100.0
P(4,8)=100.0
P(6,8)=100.0
P(5,9)=100.0

P(2,7)=0.0
P(8,7)=0.0
P(2,8)=0.0
P(8,8)=0.0
P(3,8)=0.0
P(7,8)=0.0

C 	 NOW AT THIS POINT WE HAVE ASSIGNED ALL INITIAL
C 	 POTENTIAL VALUES TO THE TOP AND BOTTOM PLATES.
C 	 WHAT FOLLOWS THEN IS THE CALCULATIONS TO FIND
C 	 THE VALUES BETWEEN THE TWO PLATES BY USING A
C 	 FUNCTION & AN ARRAY FORMAT. 	
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P(5,5)=AVERAG(5,5,0,4)
P(3,3)=AVERAG(3,3,1,2)
P(7,3)=P(3,3)
P(5,7)=AVERAG(5,7,0,2)
P(5,3)=AVERAG(5,3,0,2)
P(3,5)=AVERAG(3,5,0,2)
P(7,5)=P(3,5)
P(5,8)=AVERAG(5,8,0,1)
P(4,6)=AVERAG(4,6,-1,1)
P(6,6)=P(4,6)
P(4,4)=AVERAG(4,4,-1,1)
P(6,4)=P(4,4)
P(4,2)=AVERAG(4,2,-1,1)
P(6,2)=P(4,2)
P(4,7)=AVERAG(4,7,0,1)
P(6,7)=P(4,7)
P(5,6)=AVERAG(5,6,0,1)
P(3,6)=AVERAG(3,6,0,1)
P(7,6)=P(3,6)
P(4,5)=AVERAG(4,5,0,1)
P(6,5)=P(4,5)
P(5,4)=AVERAG(5,4,0,1)
P(5,2)=AVERAG(5,2,0,1)
P(4,3)=AVERAG(4,3,0,1)
P(6,3)=P(4,3)
P(3,4)=(4*P(4,4)-P(4,5)-P(5,4)-P(4,3))
P(7,4)=P(3,4)
P(3,2)=(4*P(4,2)P(4,3)-P(5,2)-P(4,1))
P(7, 2)=P(3,2)
P(2,4)=(4*P(3,4)-P(3,5)-P(4,4)-P(3,3))
P(8,4)=P(2,4)
P(2,5)=AVERAG(2,5,0,1)

P(8, 5)=P(2,5)
P(2,2)=(4*P(3,2)-P(3,3)-P(4,2)-P(3,1))
P(8, 2)=P(2,2)
P(2,3)=(4*P(3,3)-P(3,4)-P(4,3)-P(3,2))
P(8,3)=P(2,3)
P(1,4)=(4*P(2,4)-P(2,5)-P(3,4)-P(2,3))
P(9,4)=P(1,4)
P(1,3)=(4*P(2,3)-P(2,4)-P(3,3)-P(2,2))
P(9,3)=P(1,3)
P(1,2)=(4*P(2,2)-P(2,3)-P(3,2)-P(2,1))
P(9,2)=P(1,2)
J=10
DO 100 K=1,9
J=J-1

100 	 WRITE (6,90)(P(I,J),I=1,9)



90 	 FORMAT (1X,9(2X,F5.1)/)
STOP
END
FUNCTION AVERAG(I,J,ICASE,ISPACE)
COMMON P(9,9)
AVERAG=0.25*(P(I-ISPACE,J-ICASE*ISPACE)+

P(I-ISPACE*ICASE,J+ISPACE)+
P(I+ISPACE,J+ISPACE*ICASE)+
P(I+ISPACE*ICASE,J-ISPACE))

RETURN
END



PROGRAM [2]

C 	 THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES FOR A
C 	 STAR (KOCH-SNOWFLAKE CURVE)-SHAPED -FRONT SURFACE
C 	 OF A SOLAR CELL, HAVING A FLAT BACK SURFACE.----
C 	 IT DIVIDES THE AREA IN (9x9) EQUAL SQUARES AND
C 	 FINDS THE POTENTIAL AT THEIR CORNERS BY USING
C 	 THE NUMERICAL METHOD. 	

ASSUMED IS HERE THAT THE FRONT SURFACE IS AT
C 	 A 100 mV POTENTIAL WHILE THE BOTTOM SURFACE IS
C 	 AT 0 mV. 	

COMMON P(9,9)
DIMENSION P2(9,9)
DO 10 J=6,9
P(1,J)=0.0

10 	 P(9,J)=0.0
DO 20 I=1,9

20 	 P(I,1)=0.0
DO 21 I=2,4

21 	 P(I,9)=0.0
DO 22 I=6,8

22 	 P(1,9)=0.0
P(1,5)=100.0
P(2,6)=100.0
P(2,7)=100.0
P(2,8)=100.0
P(3,8)=100.0
P(4,8)=100.0
P(5,9)=100.0
P(6,8)=100.0
P(7,8)=100.0
P(8,8)=100.0
P(8,7)=100.0
P(8,6)=100.0
P(9,5)=100.0

NOW WE HAVE ASSIGNED ALL INITIAL POTENTIAL
VALUES TO THE TOP & BOTTOM PLATES. WHAT
FOLLOWS NEXT IS THE CALCULATIONS TO FIND THE
VALUES BETWEEN THE TWO PLATES USING A FUNCTION
& AN ARRAY FORMAT. 	

P(5,5)=AVERAG(5,5,0,4)
P(3,3)=AVERAG(3,3,1,2)
P(7,3)=P(3,3)
P(5,3)=AVERAG(5,3,0,2)
P(5,4)=AVERAG(5,4,-1,3)
P(5,6)=AVERAG(5,6,0,3)
P(4,2)=AVERAG(4,2,-1,1)
P(6,2)=P(4,2)
P(4,4)=(2*P(5,3)-P(4,2))
P(6,4)=P(4,4)



P(4,6)=(2*P(5,5)-P(4,4))
P(6,6)=P(4,6)
P(3,7)=AVERAG(3,7,-1,1)
P(7,7)=P(3,7)
P(5,7)=AVERAG(5,7,-1,1)
P(5,8)=AVERAG(5,8,0,1)
P(4,7)=AVERAG(4,7,0,1)
P(6,7)=P(4,7)
P(3,5)=(4*P(5,5)-P(5,7)-P(5,3))/2
P(7,5)=P(3,5)
P(3,6)=AVERAG(3,6,0,1)
P(7,6)=P(3,6)
P(4,5)=AVERAG(4,5,0,1)
P(6,5)=P(4,5)
P(4,3)=AVERAG(4,3,0,1)
P(6, 3)=P(4,3)
P(5,2)=AVERAG(5,2,0,1)
P(3,4)=(4*P(4,4)-P(4,5)-P(5,4)-P(4,3))
P(7,4)=P(3,4)
P(2,4)=(4*P(3,5)-P.(2,6)-P(4,6)-P(4,4))
P(8,4)=P(2,4)
P(2,5)=AVERAG(2,5,0,1)
P(8,5)=P(2,5)
P(3,2)=(4*P(4,3)-P(3,4)-P(5,4)-P(5,2))
P(7,2)=P(3,2)
P(2,3)=(4*P(4,3)-P(4,5)-P(6,3))
P(8,3)=P(2,3)
P(2,2)=(4*P(3,2)-P(3,3)-P(4,2))
P(8,2)=P(2,2)
P(1,2)=(4*P(2,2)-P(2,3)-P(3,2))
P(9,2)=P(1,2)
P(1,3)=(4*P(2,2)-P(3,3))
P(9,3)=P(1,3)
P(1,4)=(2*P(2,4)+P(1,5)+P(1,3))/4
P(9,4)=P(1,4)
J=10
DO 100 K=1,9
J=J-1

100 	 WRITE (6,90)(P(I,J),I=1,9)
90 	 FORMAT (1X,9(1X,F5.1)/)

STOP
END
FUNCTION AVERAG(I,J,ICASE,ISPACE)
COMMON P(9,9)
AVERAG=0.25*(P(I-ISPACE,J-ICASE*ISPACE)+

P(I-ISPACE*ICASE,J+ISPACE)+
P(I+ISPACE,J+ISPACE*ICASE)+
P(I+ISPACE*ICASE,J-ISPACE))

RETURN
END



PROGRAM [3]

THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES FOR AN
INVERTED-STAR-SHAPED FRONT SURFACE OF A SOLAR CELL
HAVING A FIAT BACK SURFACE. 	
IT DIVIDES THE AREA IN (7X7) EQUAL SQUARES AND
FINDS THE POTENTIAL BY USING THE NUMERICAL METHOD.
ASSUMED HERE IS THAT THE FRONT SURFACE HAS A
POTENTIAL OF 100 mV & THE BOTTOM SURFACE OF 0 mV.

COMMON P(7,7)
DIMENSION P2(7,7)
DO 10 J=5,7
P(1,J)=0.0

10 	 P(7,J)=0.0
DO 20 J=1,7

20 	 P(I,1)=0.0
DO 21 I=2,3

21 	 P(I,7)=0.0
DO 22 1=5,6

22 	 P(I,7)=0.0
P(2,6)=0.0
P(6,6)=0.0
P(1,4)=100.0
P(2,5)=100.0
P(3,5)=100.0
P(3,6)=100.0
P(4,7)=100.0
P(5,6)=100.0
P(5,5)=100.0
P(6,5)=100.0
P(7,4)=100.0

C NOW AFTER HAVING ASSIGNED ALL INITIAL POTENTIAL
C VALUES (BOUNDARY VALUES) TO THE TOP & BOTTOM
C PLATES WE CALCULATE NEXT THE VALUES BETWEEN THE
C TWO PLATE SURFACES BY USING A FUNCTION & AN ARRAY
C FORMAT. 	

P(4,3)=AVERAG(4,3,-1,2)
P(4,5)=AVERAG(4,5,0,2)
P(4,6)=AVERAG(4,6,0,1)
P(2,3)=(4*P(4,3)-P(4,5))/2
P(6,3)=P(2,3)
P(3,4)=AVERAG(3,4,-1,1)
P(5,4)=P(3,4)
P(4,4)=AVERAG(4,4,0,1)
P(2,4)=AVERAG(2,4,0,1)
P(6,4)=P(2,4)
P(3,2)=AVERAG(3,2,-1,1)
P(5,2)=P(3,2)
P(3,3)=AVERAG(3,3,0,1)
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P(5,3)=P(3,3)
P(4,2)=AVERAG(4,2,0,1)
P(2,2)=(4*P(3,2)-P(3,3)-P(4,2))
P(6,2)=P(2,2)
P(1,2)=(4*P(2,2)-P(2,3)-P(3,2))
P(7,2)=P(1,2)
P(1,'3)=(4*P(2,3)-P(2,4)-P(3,3)-P(2,2))
P(7,3)=P(1,3)
J=8
DO 100 K=1,7
J=J-1

100 	 WRITE (6,90) (P(I,J),I=1,7)
90 	 FORMAT (7(4X,F5.1)//)

STOP
END
FUNCTION AVERAG(I,J,ICASE,ISPACE)
COMMON P(7,7)
AVERAG=0.25*(P(I-ISPACE,J-ICASE*ISPACE)+

P(I-ISPACE*ICASE,J+ISPACE)+
P(I+ISPACE,J+ISPACE*ICASE)+
P(I+ISPACE*ICASE,J-ISPACE))

RETURN
END



PROGRAM [4]

C	 THIS PROGRAM FINDS THE EQUIPOTENTIAL LINES FOR A
C	 M-SHAPED FRONT SURFACE OF A SOLAR CELL, HAVING A
C 	 FLAT BACK SURFACE. 	
C 	 IT DIVIDES THE AREA IN (11X7) EQUAL SQUARES AND
C 	 FINDS THE POTENTIAL AT THEIR CORNERS BY USING THE
C 	 NUMERICAL METHOD. 	
C 	 ASSUMED HERE IS THAT THE FRONT SURFACE HAS A
C 	 POTENTIAL OF 100 mV AND THE BOTTOM SURFACE OF 0 mV.

COMMON P(11,7)
DIMENSION P2(11,7)
DO 10 J=5,7
P(1,J)=0.0

10 	 P(11,J)=0.0
DO 20 1=1,11

20 	 P(I,1)=0.0
DO 21 I=2,3

21 	 P(I,7)=0.0
DO 22 I=5,7

22 	 P(I,7)=0.0
DO 23 I=9,10

23 	 P(I,7)=0.0
P(2,6)=0.0
P(6,6)=0.0
P(10,6)=0.0

P(1,4)=100.0
P(2,5)=100.0
P(3,6)=100.0
P(4,7)=100.0
P(5,6)=100.0
P(6,5)=100.0
P(7,6)=100.0
P(8,7)=100.0
P(9,6)=100.0
P(10,5)=100.0
P(11,4)=100.0

C 	 NOW WE HAVE ASSIGNED ALL INITIAL POTENTIAL VALUES
(BOUNDARY VALUES) TO THE TOP & BOTTOM SURFACES.

C 	 WHAT FOLLOWS NOW IS THE NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS TO
C 	 FIND THE VALUES BETWEEN THE TWO PLATE SURFACES.
C 	 IT IS DONE POINT BY POINT CAREFULLY USING A FUNCTION
C 	 & AN ARRAY FORMAT. 	

P(4,3)=AVERAG(4,3,-1,2)
P(8, 3)=P(4,3)
P(4,5)=AVERAG(4,5,0,2)
P(8,5)=P(4,5)
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P(6,3)=AVERAG(6,3,0,2)
P(5,4)=AVERAG(5,4,-1,1)
P(7,4)=P(5,4)
P(6,4)=AVERAG(6,4,0,1)
P(5,5)=AVERAG(5,5,0,1)
P(7,5)=P(5,5)
P(4,6)=AVERAG(4,6,0,1)
P(8,6)=P(4,6)
P(5,2)=AVERAG(5,2,-1,1)
P(7,2)=P(5,2)
P(5,3)=AVERAG(5,3,0,1)
P(7,3)=P(5,3)
P(6,2)=AVERAG(6,2,0,1)
P(3,4)=(4*P(4,5)-P(3,6)-P(5,6)-P(5,4))
P(9,4)=P(3,4)

P(4,4)=AVERAG(4,4,0,1)
P(8,4)=P(4,4)
P(3,5)=AVERAG(3,5,0,1)
P(9,5)=P(3,5)
P(4,2)=(4*P(5,2)-P(5,3)-P(6,2))
P(8,2)=P(4,2)
P(2,3)=(4*P(4,3)-P(4,5)-P(6,3))
P(10,3)=P(2,3)
P(3,3)=(4*P(4,4)-P(3,5)-P(5,5)-P(5,3))
P(9,3)=P(3,3)
P(3,2)=(4*P(4,2)-P(4,3)-P(5,2))
P(9,2)=P(3,2)
P(1,2)=(4*P(2,3)-P(1,4)-P(3,4)-P(3,2))
P(11,2)=P(1,2)
P(2,4)=(4*P(3,4)-P(3,5)-P(4,4)-P(3,3))
P(10,4)=P(2,4)
P(2,2)=(4*P(3,3)-P(2,4)-P(4,4)-P(4,2))
P(10,2)=P(2,2)
P(1,3)=(4*P(3,3)-P(3,5)-P(5,3))
P(11,3)=P(1,3)
J=8
DO 100 K=1,7
J=J-1

100 	 WRITE (6,90) (P(I,J),I=1,11)
90 	 FORMAT (11(1X,F5.1)//)

STOP
END
FUNCTION AVERAG(I,J,ICASE,ISPACE)
COMMON P(11,7)
AVERAG=0.25*(P(I-ISPACE,J-ICASE*ISPACE)+

P(I-ISPACE*ICASE,J+ISPACE)+
P(I+ISPACE,J+ISPACE*ICASE)+
P(I-FISPACE*ICASE,J-ISPACE))

RETURN
END
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Appc,---(79x

Photogenerated Current:

This program calculates the inhomogeneous total photo-

generated current out of a Schottky barrier solar cell. The

ray tracing method used is based on the amount of light

transmitted into the cell per section (of area A) due to

surface reflections, as shown in Figs. 14, 15, 16, 17, 20, 23.

Equations (2) and

(Jd) and the bulk

finding the total

The logic of this

-calculations of

(17) for the depletion region photocurrent

photocurrent (Jb) were used respectively in

photogenerated current.

program is the same as shown in the analysis

the surface configurations in the body

(section 2.4) of this work. The summation of 	 currents

collected from each surface section is represented in this

program with a serious of loops (one per reflection).

Finally from the total photocurrent calculated we can get

through another loop a data for the I-V characteristic.
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PHOTOGENEPJED CURRENT: Computer Program

C 	 THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE PHOTOCURRENT (IT)
C 	 AND THEN GIVES US A DATA BASED ON THE ABOVE FOR
C 	 THE I-V CHARACTERISTIC OF A V-SHAPED SURFACE
C 	 CELL CURVED BY 50 dg. THIS PROGRAM WAS ALSO USED
C 	 FOR THE OTHER CONFIGURATIONS AT 50 dg SURFACE
C 	 CURVATURE.
C 	 EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS:

THI=INCIDENT ANGLE (deg)
ALFA=ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT (1/cm)
W= DEPLETION WIDTH (cm)
L= CELL'S TOTAL LENGTH/DEPTH (cm)
N= No. OF STRIPS/PATCHES
Q=ELECTRON CHARGE (Cb)
F=No. OF PHOTONS PER (cm**2-sec-bandwidth)
N1,N2= INDEX OF REFRACTIONS FOR AIR & SILICON
LP=DIFFUSION LENGTH FOR HOLES (MINORITY) (cm)
EG= GAP ENERGY (J)
K=BOLTZMANN'S CONSTANT (1.38 x 10E-23)(J/K)
T=TEMPERATURE (K)
A11=EFF. RICHARDSON'S CONSTANT (110 A/cm-2 K-2)
R=REFLECTIVITY
T=TRANSMITTANCE
YI=TOTAL DEPTH INTO CELL (LINEAR&CURVED PARTS)
ID=PHOTOCURRENT FROM DEPLETION
IB=PHOTOCURRENT FROM BULK (BODY)
MF=MULTIPLICITY FACTOR (FOR THE FIELD)
IT=TOTAL PHOTOCURRENT (A)
FB=BARRIER HEIGHT (J)
IS=SATURATION CURRENT (A)
V= VOLTAGE (V)

C 	 THIS PROGRAM IS DOING A LOOP FOR EACH PHOTOCURRENT
C 	 GENERATED OUT OF EACH STRIP/PATCH AND THEN ADDS
C 	 THEM TOGETHER TO FIND THE TOTAL. FINALLY IN
C 	 ANOTHER SIMPLE LOOP CALCULATES THE I-V DATA.

C 	 ALL VARIABLES HAVE TO BE REAL IN THE PROGRAM.
REAL THI,ALFA,W,L,N,Q,F,N1,N2,LP,RD,EG,K,T,All
REAL DEG,THR,ALFA1,R1,W1,XI,SIDES,S,AREA,TH,RI
REAL TI,JDP1,IDL,DYI1,YI1,ID,IB,JBK,IBK,DI,YI
REAL MF,IDPL1,IB11,ID1,I131,THI1,THR1,ALFA2,R2
REAL Si,T2,W2,KK,RI1,JDP2,IDL2,DYI2,YI22,JBK2
REAL IBK2,IDF,IBF,DI2,YI2,MF2,IDPL2,IB22,ID2
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REAL IB2,IT.FB,KT,TS.VF,V,T
PRINT *,'ENTER YOUR VALUES:THI,.. ,A11'
READ *,THI,ALTA,W,L,N,Q,F,N1,N2,LP,EG,K,T,All
RD=0.0174532

CONVERTS DEGREES TO RADIANS
DEG=57.296083

CONVERTS RADIANS TO DEGREES
THI=THI*RD
THR=ASIN((N1/N2)*SIN(THI))
ALFA1=ALFA/COS(THR)
R1=(SIN(THI-THR)**2)/(5IN(THI+THR)**2)
W1=W/COS(THR)
XI=(L/2)/TAN(THI)
SIDES=1/XI
S=(L/2)/SIN(THI)
AREA=S*SIDES
TH=10*RD
RI=S/N
T1=1-R1

JDP1=Q*T1*F*(1-EXP(-ALFA]*W1))
IDL=JDP1*RI
DYI1=RI*TH
YI1=0.005+(RI*SIN(THI-TH))+DYI1
JBK=(Q*T1*F)*((ALFA1*LP)/(ALFA1*LP+1))*EXP(-ALFA1*W1)
IBK=JBK*RI
ID=0.0
IB=0.0

C THIS LOOP CALCULATES THE PHOTOCURRENT DUE TO FIRST REFLECTION
DO 100 DI=2,N,1

DYI=(DI*RI)*TH
YI=0.005+(Di*RI)*SIN(THI-TH)+DYI
MF=YI1/YI
IDPL1=IDL*MF
ID=ID+IDPL1
IB11=IBK*MF
IB=IB+IB11

100 	 CONTINUE
ID1=(IDL+ID)*SIDES
PRINT *ID1=',ID1, 	 AMPS'
IB1=(IBK+IB)*SIDES
PRINT *,'IB1=',IB1,' 	 AMPS'
THI1=3*THI-(180*RD)
IF (THILLT.0.0) THI1=-THI1
THR1=ASIN((N1/N2))*SIN(THI1)
ALFA2=ALFA/COS(THR1)
R2=((SIN(THI1-THR1))**2)/((SIN(THI1+THR))**2)
S1=(S*COS(THI))/(SIN(60*RD))
T2=1-R2

W2=W/COS(THR1)
KK=N*(51/S)
RI1=RI
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JDP2=Q*T2*F*R1*(1-EXP(-ALFA202))
IDL2=JDP2*RI1
DYI2=RI1*TH
YI22=0.005+(RI1*SIN(THI-TH))+DYI2
JBK2=(Q*T2*F*R1)*((ALFA2*LP)/(ALFA2*LP+1))*EXP(-ALFA202)
IBK2=JBK2*RI1
IDF=0.0
IBF=0.0

C THIS LOOP CALCULATES THE PHOTOCURRENT DUE TO SECOND REFLECTION
DO 200 DI2=2,KK,1
DYI2=(DI2*RI1)*THYI2=0.005+(DI2*RI1)*SIN(THI1-TH)+DYI2

MF2=Y122/YI2
IDPL2=IDL2*MF2
IDF=IDF+IDPL2
IB22=IBK2*MF2
IBF=IBF+IB22

200 	 CONTINUE
ID2=(IDL2+IDF)*SIDES
PRINT *,'ID2= ',ID2,' 	 AMPS'
IB2=(IBK2+IBF)*SIDES
PRINT *,"IB2= ',IB2,' 	 AMPS'
IT=ID1+IB1+ID2+IB2
PRINT *,'IT= ',IT,' 	 AMPS'
FB=(0.666)*EG
KT=K*T
IS=AREA*A11*(T**2)*(EXP(-(FB/KT)))
PRINT *,'IS=',IS,' AMPS'
VF=(ALOG((IS+IT)/IS))/38.65
PRINT *,'VF=',VF,' V'

C THIS LOOP IS FOR THE I-V CHARACTERISTIC
DO 300 V=0,VF,10E-3
I=IT+IS*(1-EXP(38.65*V))

PRINT *,"V= ',V,' 	 V 	 I= ',I,' 	 AMPS'
300 	 CONTINUE

END
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